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ERRATA

Page 15, the last equation on the page should be
changed to read as follows:

A2cdp-0) = r[Ly(E — Ki) Li(1 < 0.

Page 16, equations 9a to 9d should be changed to
read as follows:

CY LT,. 
(9a)

(dB=0) 1-12
— A > 0;

KiL,  <
(9b) >

(t)(d.13=0) 
0;

(9c)
Tr (Ei. — Ki)

> 0;
(6311/111B-0) A2

(9d)
(Sr = —Ki(1 — — To — 77,E

>
 0.

OM (dB=0) A2

Page 26, the equation number on line 7 sho,uld
be changed to (7)

the equation on line 9 should be
changed to read dG — tdY = mdY

the equation on line ii should be
changed to read dY I dG = 1/(t m)
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PREFACE

This monograph is intended as an analytical survey of the literature

on the problem of internal-external balance, a body of analysis which

has been developed over the course of the past two decades. Any author

of a survey faces a peculiar occupational hazard; that, in trying to

include the latest contributions to his particular field of interest, he

may become enmeshed in a process which resembles a dog chasing

his own tail, and is just as futile. In order to avoid such a fate, I have

set a firm cut-off date, taking no responsibility for the inclusion of
anything published after the end of 1969. Those works in the list of

references which bear a 1970 publication date are there only because

I was fortunate enough to see them in a pre-publication version.

In writing this monograph, I have incurred a large number of
intellectual debts, not the least of which are to the authors whose
contributions I have here attempted to describe. These names appear,

of course, in the list of references at the end of this study. But some of

them appear also on a second list, of those whose comments and
criticisms on earlier versions of this monograph shed light on many

dark spots and led the author out of a number of blind alleys. Among

those who were particularly helpful in this connection are Jay Levin,

John Morton, Jack Ochs, Don Roper, David Starrett and, above all,

Peter Kenen and Norman Miller, who have once again proved them-

selves friends and critics extraordinary. All of the aforementioned
must, of course, be absolved of any association with the dark spots

and blind alleys which remain.

M. v.N. W.
Washington, D.C.
September 1970
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Policies for Internal and
External Balance

I. GENERAL CONCEPTS

A. Internal and External Balance: From Automatic Adjustment to

Policy Goals

With the publication of his General Theory more than thirty years

ago, John Maynard Keynes dealt a fatal blow to the classical notion

that "internal balance," or full-employment equilibrium in the domes-

tic economy, could be reached and maintained through the free play of

market forces, with government intervention limited to the mainte-

nance of a reasonable approximation to the conditions of perfect

competition. But the notion that automatic adjustment mechanisms

operate to assure "external balance," or equilibrium in the balance of

payments, has persisted; even today, textbook treatment of the sub-

ject is devoted primarily to discussion of the "automatic" price and

income effects which tend to restore balance-of-payments equilibrium

after a disturbance.

This view is also shifting drastically, however, under the combined

pressure of modern economic theory and observation of the chronic

international financial difficulties that plague the real world under fixed

exchange rates. We have come to recognize that the automatic "clas-

sical" price-adjustment process may be inoperative in a Keynesian

world of unemployment and downward rigidity of wages and prices.

Moreover, we know that there are real economic costs involved in

automatic adjustment via income changes.' Therefore, central banks

The standard Keynesian foreign-trade-multiplier analysis implies that the
automatic balance-of-payments adjustment process will be incomplete for a
"stable" economy, that is, one which has a positive marginal propensity to save.
Mundell [24], however, argues that the adjustment process will be complete even
in such cases because of the effect of induced changes in the money supply on
expenditures and imports. The effects of monetary changes on real variables are
not incorporated into standard multiplier theory.



today neutralize the impact of reserve changes on the money supply
and thus prevent the movement of reserves resulting from a payments
imbalance from having an equilibrating effect on either income or
prices. Acknowledging these facts, economists have come to regard
"external balance"—that is, balance-of-payments equilibrium—as one
of the specific economic objectives of deliberate governmental action,
rather than as something that will take care of itself.
Two of the major innovators in developing a formal body of analysis

incorporating these views are Meade [21] and Tinbergen [39]. In books
with almost identical titles on the theory of economic policy and both
published in the early 1950's, they independently developed similar
approaches to the problem of simultaneously achieving external and
internal (full employment and price stability) balance via quantitative
economic policy that is, changing the values of existing policy param-
eters.' Their approach is to invert the traditional method of problem
solving.' In the traditional "positive" or "forecasting" model, policy
instruments are among the "exogenous changes" whose magnitudes
are given, whereas the economic targets are the unknowns for which
the system must be solved. This is the approach of multiplier analysis
and, more broadly, of analysis concerned with the effects on income,
employment, and the balance of payments of changes in any exogenously
determined parameter, including changes which take the form of some
politically desirable government action, such as a change in the tax
rate or the interest rate. The Meade-Tinbergen policy model "inverts"
this approach by taking some desired level of real income (that is,
employment) and the balance of payments as given and then solving
the system for the corresponding values of the policy variables (for
example, the appropriate tax rate).

B. The Linear Targets-Instruments Model: Requirements for Solution

The targets-instruments framework developed by Meade and Tin-
bergen requires that we set out a system of equations that represents

2 Tinbergen notes [39, p. 2] that this model ". . . is not suited to the analysis
of qualitative policy . . . involving the changing of certain qualitative aspects
of economic structure."

3 Meade's book actually incorporates both the traditional and the inverted
approach. It begins with a conventional analysis of the income and price effects of
various exogenous disturbances to the balance of payments in a Keynesian-type
economy where the government pursues a "neutral" or passive economic policy.
It moves quickly, however, to a detailed consideration of these same processes of
adjustment when governments actively pursue policies to maintain or restore both
internal and external balance, pointing out that the achievement of both goals may
be impossible under a system of fixed exchange rates.
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the structural relationships between target variables and policy vari-

ables in a particular economy. Because their analysis rests on the

simplifying assumption that the influences of both policy and exogenous

variables on the target variables are linear in the neighborhood of the

relevant values, the reduced form of a system of this type can be

represented in matrix form as y = Aw Bx. The y's represent the

target variables, the x's the policy-instrument variables, and the w's

the exogenous or disturbance variables which are outside the direct

control of the government authorities. The matrix A consists of ai;

coefficients representing the quantitative effects of the various dis-

turbances on the target variables, and the B matrix is composed of

coefficients representing the effects of the policy variables, for a particu-

lar economy. Except under special conditions,4 such a system

will be interdependent; each instrument will affect all the targets

simultaneously.
Perhaps the most obvious requirement for the achievement of the

desired values of target variables in a system such as we are describing

is that the policy instruments utilized be effective in their impact on

the target variables. An attempt to achieve internal and external

balance is doomed to failure if one of the instruments employed is a

tariff on peanut butter, however high it may be set.

Some difficulties arise, however, when we try to express precisely

what is meant by the "effectiveness" of a particular policy instrument

with respect to a particular target variable. Generally speaking, a

policy instrument is more effective the larger the change in the target

variable achieved by a given change in the policy variable, or the

smaller the change in the policy variable required to bring about a

given change in the target variable. This sounds very much as if we

are simply stating the same criterion two different ways. But an exami-

nation of the underlying logical structure reveals that they may not

come to the same thing at all.

If one takes what Tinbergen calls the "traditional" approach,

regarding the targets as unknown functions of the given policy

parameters, the effectiveness of instrument x; with respect to target

yi is 6yi/oxi, which appears to correspond to the first definition given

4 The special conditions prevail when the coefficient matrices are either diagonal
or triangular or block-diagonal or block-triangular, implying that the system can
either be partitioned into self-contained subsystems or arranged into systems of
one-way causal relationships. For a discussion of such systems and their implica-
tions for the decentralization of policy-making, see Fox, Sengupta, and Thorbecke
[8, pp. 24-251.
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above. If the problem is inverted, the values of the instrument vari-
ables become the unknowns, dependent upon the predetermined
desired values of the target variables. Now the logical measure of the

1Same effectiveness is  , analogous to the second part of theoxi/ayi
verbal definition.5 These two expressions will be the same only under
very special circumstances; in the general case, when all targets and
all variables are interdependent, they are sure to differ.

Tinbergen [39] offers an example to illustrate this point, using a
simple macroeconomic model and data for the Netherlands in 1949.
Using the first concept of effectiveness, oyifaxi, he calculates an
income multiplier for changes in public expenditure of 1.74. Using
exactly the same structural equations and data, he derives a coefficient

1based on the alternate definition
' 
 , of 6.7. The paradox isSxdoyi

resolved by considering the economic meaning of the two definitions
of "effectiveness" in this case. The multiplier Syi/ax; is the change in
target i (income in this example) associated with a given change in
instrument j, here defined as public expenditures, when all other
instruments are held constant (a reduced-form coefficient). The expres-

1
ion  , on the other hand, represents the reciprocal of the change45/6Yi
in instrument j that is needed to sustain a given change in target i,
when all other targets are held constant (the reciprocal of a structural
coefficient).
In the Tinbergen example, oyi/Sx; is the multiplier for an open

economy, since the other target (specifically, the trade balance) is free
to vary. Hence, part of the additional expenditure induced by the
budget deficit leaks away in the form of increased imports, reducing

1 the impact on domestic output. On the other hand, 
bxilbyi 

means that

the "other target," the balance of trade, remains unchanged, so that
such leakage via an increased deficit or reduced surplus is prohibited
by assumption. In a small country like the Netherlands, where the
marginal propensity to import is undoubtedly high, it is not at all
surprising that the two coefficients should be so different. Which

5 Using the matrix notation of page 3, and ignoring the exogenous disturbance
Iterms for simplicity, -1(5 = b 

1 = BIii, while   , where 1/311) is the cofactor ofSxi oxi/byi IBial
the "ij-th" element of B and 1BI is the determinant of B.
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measure is the appropriate one depends, of course, on the context of

the problem at hand, but considerable confusion can arise from failure

to distinguish between the two.

In addition to the requirement that instruments be effective, a

unique solution to the problem of achieving the desired values of the

target variables will exist only if the requirements of "Tinbergen's

Rule" are fulfilled: that the number of independent targets must equal

the number of independent instruments.'

If there are fewer targets than policy variables, then there are

fewer equations than unknowns and the system is underdetermined,

that is, there is no unique policy solution, but an infinite number of

them. If a country is concerned with, say, achieving only internal

balance and can use both monetary and fiscal policy to achieve this

goal, there is in principle an infinite number of monetary-fiscal com-

binations which can be used to reach the desired level of real income.

If on the other hand, there are more targets than policy variables,

the system has more equations than unknowns. It will not then, in

general, be possible to find a set of values for the policy tools that will

satisfy all the equations, that is, that will permit all targets to be

achieved. In everyday terminology, this is a situation in which there

are not enough tools to do the job.

To illustrate the problems that arise when the number of targets

does not equal the number of instruments, or when either some of the

instruments or some of the targets are not independent, let us consider

a simple two-by-two case in which monetary and fiscal policy, x1 and

x2, are used to achieve a desired level of income, yi*, and a desired

balance-of-payments position, y2*. A geometrical illustration of the

independence requirements can then be given with the aid of Figure 1,

below, which is an adaptation of the geometry used by Mundell [22]

in one of his best-known articles on the internal-external-balance

problem. In Figure 1, // and EE stand for combinations of "monetary

policy," represented by the rate of interest, and "fiscal policy,"

represented by government deficit expenditures, that will yield, re-

spectively, internal and external balance. That is, at every point on

//, dyi* = 0, and at every point on EE, dy2* = 0. The internal-

6 If this condition is not met, the B matrix will be singular, that is, its deter-
minant will equal zero and the inverse matrix, B-1, required for a solution to the

policy problem, will not exist. This criterion applies when the causal relationships

are linear and uncertainty is absent. The modifications required by the relaxation

of these assumptions will be discussed in a later section.
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balance locus (//) has a positive slope because a higher interest rate
would reduce income (yi) if it were not accompanied by a larger
government deficit. Similarly, the external-balance locus (EE) has a
positive slope, because a higher interest rate would improve the
balance of payments (y2) via both capital inflows and an improved
trade balance as income and therefore spending are reduced, unless
it were accompanied by an increase in deficit spending by the
government.

Figure 1 also depicts four zones of disequilibrium. To the left of
EE, the interest rate (xi) is too low and/or the budget deficit (x2)
is too large, so that the balance of payments is in deficit, whereas the
opposite combination causes a surplus to the right of EE. Above //,

A'2

Inflation
Deficit

E
C /s_ 
a) ----
> .../
o ..•
al I Deflation / Deflation

Deficit Surplus
•..., , /

v

>,

75  /a_ c

tr)•_,

Monetary Policy (rate of interest)

xi=f (x2)
Ej

Inflation/
Surplus/

Ig El

xI

FIGURE 1. The Independence Requirements for Internal and External Balance
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the combination of policies is too expansionary and inflationary

pressure occurs. The reverse is true below II. The letter within each

zone indicates the particular type of disequilibrium that characterizes

that zone.7

With this framework, we are in a position to examine the cases in

which the independence required by "Tinbergen's Rule" does not

hold, with the result that there does not exist any unique combination

of monetary and fiscal policy, such as that represented by point Q

in Figure 1, which yields simultaneously both internal and external

balance.
First, assume that the two policy instruments are dependent, so

that a given level of one implies a particular level of the other; that, for

example, any given change in public expenditures implies a particular

change in the money supply.' If fiscal policy is used, say, to maintain

internal balance, then monetary policy is not free to function as

required to achieve external balance. For operational purposes, the

two instruments have collapsed into one, and the system is one instru-

ment short, a situation depicted in Figure 1 by the line x1 =

This line would intersect EE and II at point Q only fortuitously.

7 Strictly speaking, the regions labelled "inflation" in the diagram must be inter-

preted as situations of inflationary pressure, with excess demand at full employ-
ment prevented from raising prices by some form of rationing device. A situa-

tion of dynamic inflation, with continuously changing price levels and expectations,

cannot be handled with such a model. In fact, Quirk and Zarley [31] argue that,

because it does not take into account the fundamental changes in the working of

the economy above the full-employment level, the Mundell-type model is, strictly

speaking, applicable only to disequilibrium positions below full employment. They

suggest, further, that Mundell's conclusions concerning the stability of a system

ensured by the application of his Principle of Effective Market Classification (see

Section C, below) are quite sensitive to the assumptions made about the determina-

tion of the level of output in disequilibrium states, assumptions which are not

spelled out by either Mundell or his followers.
8 More precisely, a once-over increase in government expenditures to a sustained

deficit level implies a continuously increasing money supply. The money supply will

increase in each period by an amount equal to the level of (not the increase in)

deficit spending by the government. A stable relationship between the level of

deficit spending and the interest rate is possible only in an economy which is grow-

ing at a rate such that the increasing demand for money exactly matches the increas-

ing supply at an unchanged interest rate. This aspect of the stock-flow problem is

evaded by most of the short-run Keynesian models dealing with monetary and
fiscal policy.

9 Actually, we cannot know anything about the nature of the functional relation-

ship between x1 and x2, not even whether it is positive or negative, without more

information, specifically about the behavioral functions which determine the rela-

tionship between changes in the money supply and in the rate of interest. Once

these relationships are defined, however, as they are in the model described on

pp. 14-15, the functional relationship xi = f(x2) is determined.

7



In general, both equations could not be satisfied; the economy could
reach either external balance at point f in Figure 1 or internal balance
at point g, but both targets could not, except by chance, be simul-
taneously reached.
The two targets in the system will be linearly dependent when the

EE locus has the same slope as the // locus, as is the case with E'E' in
Figure 1. In economic terms, this means that the relative effectiveness
of the two types of policy with respect to changes in the level of
domestic income is exactly the same as their relative effectiveness
with respect to changes in the balance of payments.
This situation will occur only if monetary policy has no impact on

capital flows. For in this case both monetary and fiscal policy will
affect the balance of payments in exactly the same way: via a change
in the trade balance which is equal in each case to the induced change
in income multiplied by the marginal propensity to import (on the
usual Keynesian assumption that exports are exogenously determined).
If, on the other hand, international capital flows have any interest
elasticity at all, the relative effectiveness of the two instruments in
terms of internal balance will remain unchanged, but monetary policy
will now have an additional effect on the balance of payments through
the international flow of capital which results from a change in the
rate of interest, here taken as the monetary-policy variable. This
additional effect increases the relative effectivenses of monetary as
compared with fiscal policy in achieving external balance, making EE
steeper than H."

io This can be shown algebraically by writing out the equations for the internaland external balance lines, respectively (holding the exogenous w terms constant),as:

(la) dyi* = bli dxi bi2 dx2 = 0 = 115 dxi —Th±k5 dx2*
Oxi Ox2 '

(lb) dy2* = b21dxi b22dx2 = 0 = (3—Y2 dxi °Y2* dx2
(5x, (5x2

Solving these expressions for the slope of II, (dx2/dx1)11, and the slope of EE,(dx2/dxi)EE, we have:

(lc) (dx2/dx1)11 =
syi/Ox2'

8y1/5xi.
(1d) (dx2/dx1)EB 42/8x142/(5x2

The denominators of these expressions are related via the equation

8Y2 = —m(41/3x2),
Ox2

where m is the marginal propensity to import; the numerators are related via:

8



There can be no point of intersection, like Q, representing a position

of both internal and external balance, when the slopes of EE and //

are equal. In general, the internal- and external-balance schedules will

be parallel and nonintersecting, like // and E'E', indicating that the

two targets are inconsistent, since there is no possible combination

of monetary and fiscal policies which can yield both internal and

external balance." If, on the other hand, we have the special case in

which the exogenously determined w variables happen to take on

values which shift // so as to coincide with E'E', then there is an

infinite number of solutions to the system; the targets are for opera-

tional purposes one and the same. Implicit in this example is an

important point: targets are dependent or independent only with

respect to a particular set of instruments; in the example just given,

the substitution of a new instrument for one of the original ones could

change the slope of one or both of the balance lines and thus create

independence among targets which did not exist before.

In summary, Tinbergen's Rule says that, within the framework of

the linear fixed-targets model, a unique combination of policy tools

consistent with the achievement of both internal and external balance

cannot exist unless the number of independent policy instruments

available is the same as the number of independent economic objec-

tives (targets) toward which these policies are directed. If the number

of instruments dOes not equal the number of targets, the system will

be either over- or under-determined; there will be either no solution

or an infinite number of them. If the number of targets equals the

by2— = —m(byi/oxi) (SK/ax,), where K is the net inflow of capital. If we sub-
Oxi
stitute these last two expressions into (1d), we obtain the following relationship

between the slopes of EE and II:

—m(41/0x1) (SK/Oxi) OYI/Oxi (5K / axi 
(1e) (dx2/dxi)BE

m(Syi/ax2) Oyi/Ox2 m(Oyi/Ox2)

= (dx2\ SK/dxi 

kdx1)// m (syl/sx2)

yO 11 
These slopes will be equal if SK/oxi = 0; in this case, where  

Oxi _ Oy2/3x1 the
8Y1/3x2 Oy2/8x2

Jacobian of the system is singular and its inverse nonexistent, so that no unique

solution exists.
11 The introduction of a third policy instrument, such as commercial policy,

could bring about a shift in one of the lines, in this case probably the external-

balance line, until it coincided with the internal-balance line. This would imply a

move from the inconsistent case, where no joint-balance point exists, to the trivial

case, where there is an infinite number of such points, since any policy combination

leading to internal balance will lead to external balance as well.

9



number of instruments but two or more targets or policy instruments
are not independent, then no solution will exist, except fortuitously.

C. The Principle of Effective Market Classification

In stressing the interdependence of targets and instruments, the
model just discussed reflects the fact that an effective instrument of
economic policy will generally have an impact on more than one target,
and any broad macroeconomic target like full employment or balance-
of-payments equilibrium is almost certain to be affected by more than
one type of policy action. Nor, in a world of centralized decision-
making, complete information, and instantaneous adjustment, would
this complex web of interrelationships cause any particular difficulties.
As long as the targets were not inconsistent and the government had
at hand a sufficient number of independent effective instruments, all
the policy variables could be set at the necessary levels and all targets
achieved simultaneously, by setting X* =
In reality, however, policies affect targets only with lags of varying

magnitudes, all targets are never achieved simultaneously, and no
country possesses an omniscient and omnipotent central-planning
agency, charged with the responsibility for achieving all economic
targets and vested with authority to manipulate freely all economic-
policy variables. In many countries, different policy instruments are
in the hands of different authorities. In the United States, for example,
fiscal policy is the joint responsibility of the President and the Congress,
whereas monetary policy is the specific domain of the Federal Reserve
System. The most casual perusal of the recent history of economic
policy-making yields ample evidence of how imperfect is the coordina-
tion of these two major policy instruments.
As a guide to the proper assignment of instruments to targets in a

world where authority is decentralized and information about the
operation of the economic system is always incomplete, Mundell [22]
offers a second-best criterion which he terms the Principle of Effective
Market Classification (EMC Principle) : that each policy instrument
should be directed toward that target on which it has relatively the greatest
impact." To apply this criterion, we must have a priori knowledge not
only about the direction of change of one variable in response to a
given change in another but also, obviously, about the relative impact of

12 With consideration of the EMC Principle, we move from the context of com-
parative statics, where only the characteristics of equilibrium positions are con-
sidered, to that of policy dynamics, where the nature of disequilibrium positions

10



different policy variables on the various target variables, but we need
not know the absolute magnitudes of these responses.

Mundell's EMC Principle arises from the relationship between the
slopes of the lines representing external (EE) and internal (II) balance
in Figure 1. In a system where each policy instrument is assigned the
task of trying to achieve one target, the stability of the system depends
crucially on these relative slopes.
We have observed earlier (p. 8) that, if international capital flows

are at all sensitive to interest-rate differentials between countries,
the EE curve will be steeper than the II curve, indicating that mone-
tary policy is relatively more effective in achieving external balance
and fiscal policy, internal balance. This is because fiscal policy operates
on the balance of payments only via its effect on income, spending,
and imports, whereas monetary policy has, in addition to this same
impact, an additional effect on the capital account.
To illustrate the meaning of the EMC Principle, assume that the

economy is initially in a situation of disequilibrium illustrated by
point W in Figure 2, characterized by full employment (internal
balance) at home and a deficit in the balance of payments. Note that
the arrows emanating from points a, b, c, and d indicate the direction
that monetary and fiscal policy would take if the economy were
experiencing the type of disequilibrium represented by each of these
zones. If the proper assignment of policies according to the EMC
Principle is made, as indicated by the solid arrows in zones b and d,
the rate of interest will be raised until external balance is reached at
S; this will cause some recession domestically, which is offset by an
increase in government deficit spending until internal equilibrium is
reached at T, and so forth. Clearly this process of fluctuation with

and the characteristics of the adjustment path become central to the analysis. In
the comparative-statics models, dynamic considerations enter only through the
occasional use of the correspondence principle. That is, the assumption that a sys-
tem is dynamically stable is utilized to deduce certain characteristics of the com-
parative-statistics system, generally the sign of one or more determinants. (The
correspondence principle is developed in P.A. Samuelson, Foundations of Economic
Analysis, New York, 1965, Chs. 9 and 10.) The purpose of the EMC Principle,
on the other hand, is to provide a decision-rule which will ensure dynamic stability.
For a mathematical formulation of this Principle and a discussion of its relation-
ship to the conditions required for dynamic stability in the two-target/two-instru-
ment case, see Cooper [4, pp. 8-12] or Mundell [25, pp. 214-2161. Unfortunately,
no simple way of generalizing the EMC Principle to the n X n case has yet been
found. For some of the difficulties associated with such a generalization, see
Mundell [25, ch. 21] and Kelvin Lancaster, Mathematical Economics (New York:
1968), pp. 206-209.
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FIGURE 2. The Principle of Effective Market Classification

progressively smaller amplitudes will lead eventually to the internal-
external balance point, Q.
Assume, on the other hand, that the EMC Principle is not followed,

that is, that monetary policy is directed toward internal balance and
fiscal policy toward external balance, so that the directions of change
in the policy instrument's are indicated by the dotted arrows in zones
b and d of Figure 2. (Note that both arrows point directly toward the
EE and II loci in zones a and c, whichever assignment is made)."

13 These might be termed the "easy" zones, in the sense that in the inflation-
deficit zone a, contractionary policies are indicated to move toward both internal
and external balance, whereas in the deflation-surplus zone c, expansionary policies
are required for both targets. As long as the economy remains in one of these zones,
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Then, when the economy is in initial disequilibrium at W, government
spending will be reduced until external balance is reached at V, then
the interest rate will be lowered to offset the domestic recession just
caused, so that the system moves to U, and so forth. The system is
clearly unstable; it is moving farther and farther away from equilibrium
because improper assignment of instruments to targets has resulted in
a situation where each step taken by the monetary authorities worsens
the situation which fiscal policy must correct, and each change in
fiscal policy, in turn, increases the disequilibrium gap with which
monetary policy must deal.
In a world where imperfect knowledge or institutional constraints

make it impossible to utilize policy tools in a combination that leads
directly to the attainment of all targets, the assignment of each tool
to that target on which it exerts relatively the greatest influence will
guarantee that the policies do not simply frustrate each other. The
proper assignment of policies guarantees nothing about how quickly
the system is moving toward equilibrium or if, in fact, it will reach
it at all before some new disturbance occurs, but only that it is moving
in the right direction.

either assignment will be stable. Except by mere chance, however, the magnitude of
the policy changes required to achieve external balance will not be exactly the same
as that needed for internal balance. And if one of these targets is reached before the
other, continued application of monetary and fiscal policy in the same direction will
move the economy into one of the "hard" zones b or d, in which the assignment
question becomes crucial to the stability of the system.
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II. SPECIFIC MODELS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. A Simple Keynesian Model: Some Policy Multipliers

A great variety of models, primarily of the short-run Keynesian
type, have been used to seek answers to the problems enumerated in
the previous section." Since each model employs a slightly different
set of structural equations, reflecting different simplifying assumptions
about the operation of an economic system, it would be pointless to
describe them in detail." Most of them share, however, certain common
features. The targets are almost always internal balance (full-employ-
ment output) and external balance (balance-of-payments equilibrium
or zero change in reserve levels). We shall use a very simple single-
country model of this type—a lowest common denominator, so to
speak—in order to illustrate the nature of the work in this area."
The model consists of the following system of identities and be-

havioral relationships.

(1) Y = E T Go, where Y is national income, E is domestic
expenditure, T is the trade surplus and G is government deficit
spending—the fiscal-policy variable—assumed to be equal to
zero initially. (Note that this formulation assumes a zero marginal-
tax rate.)

(2) B = T K, where B is the balance of payments and K is the
net capital inflow.

(3) Mo = L where M is the stock of money, the monetary-policy
variable, and L the stock of money held by the public (on the

" See, for example, [5], [11], [22], [23], [29].
'5 For a helpful discussion of some of the more important short-run demand-

oriented models, which he analyzes as variants of a very general internal-external-
balance model, see Takayama [37].

15 This model (and the conclusions that follow) is a somewhat modified version
of the one employed by Johnson [11]. It differs from the latter primarily in that
Johnson makes the additional assumption that international capital flows are
responsive not only to changes in the interest rate but also in the level of income, on
the assumption that an increase in income leads to an increase in opportunities for
profitable investment and a decrease in income to a decrease in such opportunities.
This means that increases in income resulting from expansionary policies will have
a positive effect on the balance of payments through the capital account in addition
to their negative effect through the trade account. If these income effects on the
capital account are strong enough to dominate, many of the policy conclusions just
cited will be modified or reversed. See, in addition to Johnson, Baggott and Flanders
[1], Patrick [29], and Rhomberg [32].
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assumption that the monetary authority sterilizes the impact of

balance-of-payments surpluses or deficits on the money supply).

(4) E = E(Y ,i); 1 > Ey > 0, Ei < 0

(where i is the rate of interest).

(5) T = T(Y ,r); — Ey < Ty < 0, T, > 0

(where r is the domestic price of foreign exchange).

(6) K = K(i), Ki > 0
(on the assumption that the foreign interest rate is constant).

(7) L = L(Y ,i); 1 > Ly > 0, Li <0.

The subscripts indicate partial derivatives. Equations (1) through

(3) are market-equilibrium conditions, while (4) through (7) specify

the behavioral assumptions. When (4)—(7) are substituted into (1)—(3)

and the system is then differentiated totally, we obtain:

dY = Ey dY Ei di ± Ty dY T,. dr ± dGo;
dB = Ty dY Ki di + T,, dr;
dM 0 = Ly dY Li di.

Rearranged and written in matrix form, this system is:

1(1 — Ey — Ty) —Ei — T, 0]
— Ty —K1 — Tr 1
Ly Li 0 0

[ddYil

dr
dB

[dG0
o
dMo

The three-equation system as it stands contains two policy-deter-
mined variables—dG and dM—and four dependent variables—dY, di,
dr, and dB. To make such a system determinate, one of the dependent
variables must be fixed exogenously, rather than remaining unknown.
This can be done by setting dr = 0 in a fixed-exchange-rate system,
or dB = 0 in a flexible-rate system, where the balance of payments
is always automatically equilibrated by means of exchange-rate varia-
tion. Thus, in the fixed-exchange system the third column of the
matrix drops out, while the fourth column drops out in the flexible-
exchange system." The determinants of the resulting matrices then
become:

[—Li(1 — Ey — Ty) — EiLy] > 0,
A2(aB-0)= Tr[Ly(Ki — Ei) — — Er)] > 0.

17 In using the real trade balance, T, rather than its domestic-currency value,
this model ignores the possible impact of changes in the domestic prices of exports
or imports under a system of flexible exchange rates. For this criticism and an
alternative formulation, see Sohmen [35]. A corrected version of the Sohmen model
is given in Sohmen and Schneeweiss [36].
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Now the system is determinate, but it may still be inconsistent; if,
with only two policy variables to manipulate, we regard each of the
threc unknowns as a target variable whose desired level is indepen-
dently set, one of the target levels will, in the general case, not be
met. In most of the policy models under discussion, the problem has
been solved by regarding the interest rate not as a target variable but
an an "irrelevant" endogenous variable, which is allowed to take on
whatever value is required to insure the achievement of the desired
values for the true target variables, Y and B (or r).
The system can now be manipulated in a variety of ways. The

questions raised by Mundell's EMC Principle concerning the relative
efficiency of monetary and fiscal policy in achieving internal and
external balance under varying exchange-rate systems have stimulated
a good deal of interest in "traditional" solutions which yield policy
multipliers: expressions for the effect on each target variable in turn
which results from a given change in one of the policy variables when
the other policy variables are held unchanged. This approach gives
solutions as follows:

(8a)

(8b)

(8c)

(8d)

(9a)

(617 —Li
> 0;A

SG)(dr=0) la 1

(SB) KiLy TL, z 0;
\ 6G (dr=0)
( SY —Ei

A 

— 

> 0;
SM (dr= 0) 

()

6B —K(1 — — TY) — ET,, <0;( 5 M (dr=0) Al
(an —LIT,.

(ds—.0) — A2

(TO-6r )(dB= o) 6,2
_ KiLy — TyLi

(9b) 0;

(66 MY) (dB= 0 ) A2

Tr (Ki — Ei)
(9c) > 0;

(or) — Ey — Ty) + TyEi > 0.
(9d)

In all but two cases,
for certain. In general,
income and worsen the
currency in a flexible

>0;

the signs of the policy multipliers are known
an increase in the money supply will increase
balance of payments (or depreciate the home
system). An increase in deficit spending will
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raise income under both exchange systems, but it may worsen or
improve the balance of payments (or the value of the home currency
when dB = 0), depending on which of two conflicting forces dominates:
the negative impact of the increase in income and expenditures on the
trade balance, or the capital inflow attracted by the rise in the interest
rate due to an increase in expenditures with the money supply held
fixed. The net effect depends on the sign of the term (KiLy — TyLi)
in equations (8b) and (9b). When capital movements are very interest-
elastic, so that Ki is high, this term will be dominated by KiLy, and
the higher G and i will improve the balance of payments by attracting
large inflows of capital. The reverse will be true when capital flows are
interest-inelastic.
In the latter case, when KiLy < TyLi, implying that an increase

in G will lead to a net deterioration in the balance of payments or the
exchange rate, Mundell's assignment of monetary policy to external
and fiscal policy to internal balance under the EMC Principle still
holds under both the fixed- and the flexible-exchange-rate systems.
To show this, we compute the slopes of the external- and internal-
balance lines as follows:

(10a)
(dG
dM 11(dr=0)

(dG 
dM EE(dr=0)

( dG

zr(dE-o)
(dG 
dM EE(dB=0)

6Y
_ 6M _ —Ei
— 5Y Li

6B
_ 5M _ Ki(1 — Ey — ETy

6B KiLy — TyLi
5G
— Ei
Li
— Ey Ti,) + ETy
KiLy — TLi

If KiLy < TyLi, all four of these expressions are negative, and one can
dG

show quite simply that (d7-14-)ri <
dG

EE 
under either fixed or

dM 
flexible exchange rates as long as Ki > 0." If KiLy > TyLi, implying
that EE is upward rather than downward sloping, so that an increase

18 The exact conditions are, for the fixed-exchange-rate case (dr = 0):
Ki[Li(1 — E, — Ty) ± EiLyi < 0; for the flexible-exchange-rate case (dB = 0):
Ki[EiLy — LyKi LiKi(1 — Ey)] <0.
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in deficit spending must be accompanied by an increase in the money
supply in order to maintain external balance, either assignment is in
fact stable, regardless of the relative effectiveness of the two instru-
ments." Thus, the instability problem which the EMC criterion was
designed to solve could not arise in this case and knowledge of the sign
of (KiLy —Li) is unnecessary; assignment of monetary policy to
external and fiscal policy to internal balance would insure stability
in either case.
The multipliers of (8) and (9) can also be used to answer a wide

variety of related questions concerning the impact of a particular
policy instrument on a particular target. In some cases, inspection of
them will reveal directly that a particular instrument will be more
effective in raising income under a flexible- than under a fixed-exchange-
rate system. Such is the case, for example, for SY/SM, which must be
larger under the flexible- than under the fixed-exchange-rate system,

Tr(Ki — Ei) — s 20

since   . And, where the general case is ambiguous,
A2

we can at least tell under what conditions (that is, for what ranges of
the relevant functional relationships) the policy impact will be greater
in one case than in the other. For example, the impact of an increase
in deficit spending on domestic income will be greater under the
fixed- than under the flexible-exchange-rate system:

Y > Y
6G) (60(dr=0) 6  (dB=0)]

if and only if KiLy > TyLi, that is, under conditions which lead in the
fixed-rate case to an improvement in the balance of payments and
therefore in the flexible exchange rate to an appreciation of the exhange
rate, which will wipe out part of the initial multiplier effect on income
by causing a deterioration of the trade balance.
To go any further along these lines, we require some assumptions

about the prevailing degree of international capital mobility. If the
interest-rate responsiveness of international flows of financial capital
is low—in the limit, nonexistent—, both monetary and fiscal policy
will have a greater impact on domestic income and employment under

lg For proof of this stability, see Levin [17]. I am grateful to Professor Levin for
calling this implication to my attention.

20 The reader can easily prove this assertion for himself by writing out Ai and A2,
cross-multiplying the resulting ratios, and cancelling terms.
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flexible than under fixed exchange rates, that is, when

Tr(Ki — Ei) —Ei —LT,. —Li"
---> 

A 
v,  and A > 

A2 Al L-12 Al

In essence, the reason is that, under a system of fixed exchange rates,

a certain proportion of the expansionary stimulus "leaks abroad"

through increased imports and the resulting trade deficit, whereas

under the system of flexible exchange rates, this leakage will be

prevented by an exchange depreciation sufficient to maintain a zero

trade balance.22 Thus, the multiplier will be that for a closed economy,

1/s (where s is the marginal propensity to save), rather than the smaller

multiplier, 1/s m (where m is the marginal propensity to import),

applicable to an open one.

If there is a high degree of international capital mobility, on the

other hand, the conclusions are different. To see why, it is simplest

to consider the limiting case where the sensitivity of international

capital flows to interest-rate differentials is infinite, meaning that

interest rates are equalized the world over and that the domestic rate

is "frozen" at the world level by the potential inflows or outflows of

capital which would result from any pressure to depart from that

level. 23

21 When AI and 6.2 are written out, we have

Tr(Ki — Ei) —Ei

Tr[L,(Ki — Ei) — — E1)] —Li(1 — Ey — Ty) — ELy

—LiTr —Li
and 

Tr[Ly(Ki — Ei) — Li(1 — Ey)] —Li(1 — Ey — Ty) — EiLy•

When Ki 0, these expressions are approximated by:

—Ei —Ei

— Ey) — LyEi — Ey — Ty) — LEi

—Li —Li
and 

—Li(1 — Ey) — LyEi —Li(1 — Ey — Ty) — EiLy
,

both of which hold because —En <T, <0.
22 When capital flows are absent, a zero balance of payments implies a zero

balance of trade.
23 If we define the monetary instrument as a change in the money supply, as is

usually done in models of the type we are describing, the effectiveness of monetary
policy in changing the level of domestic income is unaffected by changes in Ki, as
(8c) shows, until the limiting case of Ki —› 00 , when the mechanism breaks down
because the interest rate cannot change. In this case, it becomes clear that the
monetary instrument must be redefined. If, however, we employ an operational
definition of a truly exogenous monetary-policy variable from the beginning, we can
see that an increase in the interest sensitivity of capital flows reduces the internal
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In this limiting situation, monetary policy is still a more effective
stabilizer of domestic income under flexible than under fixed exchange

rates, that is, when 00 ,
T„(Ki — Ei) 

> 
—Ei 

Indeed, under the
A2 Al

latter system it can have no impact on domestic income at all, since its
normal stimulus to investment and perhaps also consumption expendi-
tures via a lowered interest rate is thwarted by the fact that the
interest rate cannot change;24 capital-market integration destroys the
independence of monetary policy under fixed exchange rates. Under
flexible rates, by contrast, the downward pressure on the domestic
interest rate stemming from expansionary monetary policy will cause
an outflow of capital (even though the interest rate does not actually
change) and a potential payments deficit. The exchange depreciation
required to maintain balance will stimulate exports and discourage
imports, and the resulting trade surplus will stimulate domestic
income and employment.
But now, in contrast to the case of low capital mobility, fiscal policy

will be more effective under fixed exchange rates, that is, when
—Li —LjTr

,   
2
  In fact, fiscal policy will now have no domes-

tic irimpact at all under the flexible system, that is,   0 as
A2

. For, an increase in net government expenditures unaccom-
panied by any increase in the money supply will put Upward pressure

effectiveness of monetary policy continuously, and not just in the limiting case.
To see this, drop the implicit sterilization assumption and define the change in

the money supply as having a policy-controlled component, dO, the monetary-
policy variable, and a reserve-change component, dR = f

t 
B. Then dM =

0
dO dR = (1 ± dR/d0)d0. As Sohmen and Schneeweiss [36, pp. 338-39] have
shown, dR/d0 = —1 and, therefore, dM = 0; without sterilization of changes in
reserves, the equilibrium money supply cannot change, and bY /60 = 0. Now, the
larger is Ki, the larger will be the change in the policy-controlled component of the
money-supply, dO, required to achieve a given change in the total money supply,
dM, in the face of reserve changes caused by induced capital flows. As Ki 00,
the change in the monetary-policy variable, dO, required for sterilization also

, so that sterilization becomes impossible and dM 0.

24 Under these conditions, an expansionary monetary policy will lead only to a
continuing loss of exchange reserves via the capital outflow which maintains the
domestic interest rate at the world level. The only logically consistent definition of
monetary policy when the interest elasticity of international capital flows is
infinite is in terms of open-market operations, since under these conditions the
government can control neither the domestic interest rate nor the money supply.
See Mundell [23, pp. 481-482], and the preceding footnote.
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on the rate of interest; the resulting inflow of capital will cause an

appreciation of the exchange rate, and the deflationary impact of this

appreciation on the trade balance will exactly offset the initial multi-

plier effect of fiscal policy on domestic income. With a given liquidity-

preference schedule and a frozen interest rate, domestic income cannot

change without a change in the money supply.

For the in-between situation of less-than-infinite capital mobility,

the conclusions follow that monetary policy will always be a more

effective instrument for increasing domestic income and employment

under flexible than under fixed exchange rates, (T(Ki — EiVA2 >
—Ei/A1, whatever the value of Ki), whereas fiscal policy will usually

be more effective under fixed than under flexible rates (when

KiLy > TL).

B. B. The Keynesian Model: Some "Inverted" Solutions

Often more relevant to questions of policy determination are the

solutions to the "inverted" form of the system, where one solves for

the values of the policy variables required to achieve given levels of

the target variables.

In the context of the model we are considering, this means that all

dY terms, dB terms, and dr terms are taken as exogenous, while dG

terms, di terms, and dM terms are taken as unknowns. In matrix form,

the fixed- and flexible-exchange-rate systems become, respectively:

Fixed Exchange Rate (all dr terms are zero):

.0[
1

0

Bi
Ki
—Li

0
01

1

[ dG
di
dM

=
(1 — Ey — Ty) dY

dB — Ty dY
Ly dY

Flexible Exchange Rate (all dB terms are zero):

0[
1

0

Ei
Ki
—Li

0
01

1

[ dG
di
dM

=
[(1 — E, — Ty) dY — Tr dr

—Ty dY — Tr dr
La dY

.

Notice that the basic determinant, A3, is the same under either

exchange system:
A3 = Ki > 0,

and that it vanishes, so that the system has no unique solution, when

capital flows are unresponsive to interest-rate changes.

We can solve either system for dG or dM in terms of dY and either

dr or dB.
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Fixed Exchange Rate:

(Ki(1 — Ey —A371„) E iTy) dy(12a) dG = dB.

(KiLy 673 TyLi) d y
(12b) dM = eyi3) dB.

Flexible Exchange Rate:

(13a) dG — 
(Ki(1 — Ey Ty) ± EiTy) dy (11,.(Ei — Ki)) 

dr.[13 A3

(13b) dM =
(KiLy — TyLi) dy (  LI') 

dr.
A3 A3

The coefficient of each of the target variables represents the direc-
tion and relative magnitude of the shift which must take place in
the policy variables if the desired change in one target variable is to
be achieved while the level of the other target variable remains un-
changed. For example, we can tell by inspection of the equations above
that, in order to achieve an increase in domestic income with no change
in the balance of payments or the exchange rate, a nation should
pursue expansionary fiscal policy (the coefficients of d Y in the equa-
tions for dG are positive, and identical, under both exchange-rate
systems). Whether the accompanying monetary policy should be
expansionary or contractionary depends, under both systems, on the
sign of (KiLy — TL), which represents the difference between the
(positive) interest-rate effect and the (negative) income effect on the
balance of payments, "weighted" respectively by the transactions
demand for money in response to income changes (Ly) and the liquidity-
preference response to interest-rate changes (Li)." As we see from
equations (8b) and (9b), the sign of this term determines whether the
impact of fiscal policy alone would be to cause the balance of pay-
ments to improve (the exchange rate to appreciate) or to deteriorate
(depreciate). In the first case, the money supply should be increased
so as to lower the interest rate and cause capital outflows; in the
latter, it should be reduced so as to raise the interest rate and attract
capital inflows.

Similarly, when the signs of the partial derivatives are examined,
the above equations tell us that, in order to improve the balance of
payments or appreciate the exchange rate while maintaining a con-
stant level of domestic income, we should increase government spend-

25 See Baggott and Flanders [1, p. 6].
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ing and reduce the money supply. Both policies will raise the rate of
interest (which the reader can verify by solving the system for di)
and, by attracting capital inflows, bring about the desired result as
income and thus the trade balance remain unchanged.

C. International Capital Movements: Flow versus Stock Models

The Mundell-type model analyzed in the preceding sections has
been predicated on the assumption that the international capital flows
which take place in response to interest-rate changes are a flow
phenomenon, that is, that a one-time change in the level of the interest
rate will lead to a steady, permanent inflow or outflow of capital of a
given amount per time period. Such an assumption is applicable only
in the short run, the period during which the worldwide readjustment
of portfolios in terms of the mix of domestic and foreign assets is
taking place in response to the changed differential between the
domestic and the unchanged foreign interest rate. Once this port-
folio-readjustment process is completed, in a nongrowing world with
fixed total stocks of assets, the interest-sensitive capital flows will
cease.
The opposite view of capital movements is in terms of a stock-

adjustment model, whose appropriateness increases as the time horizon
lengthens." In terms of this model, the capital movements which take
place in response to a change in the interest rate are seen as a transi-
tory phenomenon which cause a once-for-all change in the level of a
nation's foreign-exchange reserves, but no change at all in the balance
of payments (the time derivative of this reserve stock). The only
continuing impact these flows have on the balance of payments is the
flow of interest payments to which they give rise, a flow which is
universally ignored in flow models, and whose direction of flow is
the reverse of that of the capital movements which caused them.
In this case, the balance-of-payments equation of (2) becomes,"

(14) B = T — iA'(i) i'A(i); Ai <0, A > 0,

where A is the stock of foreign securities held by private domestic
residents, A' is the stock of domestic securities held by foreign resi-

26 In Komiya's [15] phraseology, the distinction here is between "impact" and
"steady state" effects; between short-run equilibrium, in which the actual surplus
or deficit is equal to the ex ante surplus or deficit, and long-run or full equilibrium,
in which any such imbalances, implying that asset balances are changing, have been
eliminated.

27 This is the formulation used by Levin [17].
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dents, and i' is the foreign interest rate (assumed constant in this
one-country model).
The implication of (14) is that an inflow of capital, although it

will bring about a once-over increase in the stock of reserves, will
cause a deterioration in the balance of payments via the continuing
interest payments to which it gives rise; a capital outflow will have
just the opposite effects.
We will not repeat for this case the analysis of Sections A and B.

But, by substituting equation (14) for (2) and solving the resulting
system for policy multipliers corresponding to those of (8) and (9), the
reader can verify for himself that, in contrast to the flow model, an
increase in government spending will now always cause the balance of
payments to deteriorate, and vice versa, while it is the impact of
monetary policy whose direction becomes uncertain in this case. Fur-
thermore, derivation of the ratios of relative effectiveness correspond-
ing to (10) verifies what seems intuitively obvious: that in the stock
model, in which capital movements have an impact on the balance of
payments exactly the opposite of that implied by the flow model,
the assignment of instruments to targets implied by the application
of the EMC criterion will also be reversed. Furthermore, as Levin [17]
has shown, stability can be achieved only if the authorities define the
balance-of-payments target in terms of the current account (the trade
balance plus net interest flows). No assignment can guarantee stability
if the authorities allow themselves to be "distracted" by the transitory
flows comprising the capital account and direct one of their policy
instruments at the apparent overall payments imbalance prevailing
at any particular point in time.
In a growing, as opposed to a stationary economy, actual capital

flows are likely to be composed of both a stock and a flow component,
the former a transitory flow caused by a redistribution of existing
assets in response to a change in the interest rate or other relevant
parameters, the latter a steady-state equilibrium flow stemming from
efforts to achieve the optimum distribution of new savings between
foreign and domestic assets. Levin [17] combines balance-of-payments
equations (2) and (14) to create such a hybrid model, and shows that
it yields no unambiguous assignment that can guarantee stability."
This is only one of many ambiguities encountered in attempting to

28 For another analysis which incorporates both the stock and the flow compo-
nents of capital flows, see Floyd [7].
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apply the Tinbergen type of targets-instruments analysis to a model
of a growing rather than a stationary economy. Some of these am-
biguities will be explored at the end of the next section.

D. Portfolio-Balance Models

In all variants of the model discussed so far, private expenditures
have been regarded as a function of income alone. If, however, we take
into account the effect on such expenditures of the private stock of
wealth as well as of current income, we encounter the "portfolio-
balance" requirement: that, in a stationary economy, income cannot
be in long-run equilibrium as long as the stock of wealth is changing.
A highly simplified portfolio-balance model, defining long-run equi-

librium in a stationary state with home prices and the exchange rate
fixed, can be described as follows:

(1) Y = E Xo — I ± Go; (6) E = ER1 — t)Y, i, W];
(2) Mo = L; (7) I = m Y;
(3) A = B; (8) L = LR1 — t)Y, i, Wj;
(4) Go — tY = I — Xo; (9) A = AR1 — t)Y, i, W].
(5) W = B Mo;

The variables are defined as on pp. 14-15, with the addition of W =
the stock of wealth (money plus bonds), A = the net stock of bonds
held by the private sector, B = the net supply of bonds available, and
t = the proportional-income-tax rate. 29
The first two equations, defining equilibrium in the commodity and

the money markets, are identical to those in the model on page 14,
except that the trade surplus is now designated as (X — I), wealth
is introduced as an argument in the demand functions, and the tax
rate is assumed to be positive, so that the demand for commodities,
money, and bonds are functions of disposable income. Equation (3)
describes bond-market equilibrium, under the assumption that domes-
tic and foreign bonds are perfect substitutes, with B representing the
supply of bonds made available by the government and the foreign
sector and A the net quantity of bonds the private sector desires to

29 Note that only three of the equations (1)-(4) are independent. If, for example,
the commodity and money markets are in equilibrium—(1), (2), and (4) are
satisfied—Walras' Law implies that the bond market must also be in equilibrium.
That is, (3) must also be satisfied. Thus, we must drop one of the four to obtain the
basic model for solution.
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hold." The condition for portfolio-balance in an open economy is
represented by equation (4), which says that the government deficit
must equal the current-account deficit. This is because a government
deficit pumps financial assets into the economy while an excess of
imports over exports drains them out; only when the two are equal
can the aggregate stock of wealth be unchanging."
For the system of fixed exchange rates, substitution of equation (6)

into equation (4) and solution of the resulting differential equation,
dG — tY = m Y, shows the government-spending multiplier to be a
function simply of the tax rate and the marginal propensity to import,
dY /dG = 1/t m. But such an increase in deficit spending will increase
the trade deficit by an equal amount, as is clear from equation (4), a
deficit which is financed by the transfer of excess financial assets to
foreigners. Monetary policy, on the other hand, whether defined as a
change in the money- supply, in the interest rate, or as open market
operations, can have no effect whatsoever on the equilibrium level of
income. Because the portfolio-balance requirement is independent of the
interest rate, as equation (4) shows, the equilibrium level of output cannot
be permanently affected by monetary policy. An increase in the money
supply and the resulting fall in the interest rate will initially stimulate
consumption expenditure. But this increased expenditure will lead to
increased imports, a deterioration of the trade balance, and a drain of
financial assets out of the economy." This reduction of financial
assets below the desired level will, in turn, depress expenditures and
income until the original level of income is restored and, with it,
portfolio balance.
The definition of external or balance-of-payments equilibrium, which

was articulated without difficulty for the short-run Keynesian model
analyzed earlier, becomes more ambiguous in the context of the
portfolio-balance model. This is because the external-balance target

30 The net quantity held by the private sector is the quantity of bonds issued by
the government and by foreigners (the latter may be negative) and held by the
private sector. Securities issued by some individuals or corporations in the private
sector and held by others will cancel out in the calculation of the aggregate financial
holdings of that sector.

31 Note that capital inflows or outflows do not imply a net gain or loss of financial
assets to foreigners. Any such flow involves simply the exchange of one type of
financial asset for another.

32 There is no way the government can offset this loss of financial assets through a
negative trade balance except by deficit spending. It could offset the effects on the
money supply through sterilization operations but, under fixed exchange rates, such
operations maintain a constant money supply only by exchanging bonds for money,
so that the total stock of financial assets could not be held constant.
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is in a sense automatically fulfilled by the requirement of portfolio

balance. For if the asset transfers which finance a surplus or deficit

in the balance of trade take place in order to restore the desired level

of assets, then they must by definition be "autonomous" and there-

fore consistent with balance-of-payments equilibrium. If all trade

imbalances are financed in the private sector, there is no need for the

stock of international reserves held by the government to change and,

if the balance-of-payments target is defined in this way, it is self-

fulfilling. If, on the other hand, the external target is defined as trade

balance, there is no way that the government can achieve this target

and at the same time bring about policy-induced changes in the level

of domestic income.

All this is from the viewpoint of a single country, however. Persistent

capital flows, such as those required for the operation of the govern-

ment-spending multiplier, described above, are consistent with long-run

equilibrium under only one of the following assumptions: (a) that the

portfolio-balance requirement (that the total stock of wealth be

unchanging in stationary-state equilibrium) is not met in the rest of

the world, or (b) that the country in question is so small that. any

impact its activities have on the asset holdings of the rest of the world

can be safely ignored." The analysis of the portfolio-balance model

will be carried out first under the assumption that one or the other

of these assumptions is met; then we will show what happens when

they are dropped, making persistent capital flows of any kind incon-

sistent with equilibrium.

In order to examine the impact of fiscal and monetary policy on

the equilibrium level of domestic income under flexible exchange rates,

some modifications of the equation system (1)-(9), above, are required.

TWO new variables are required: r, the foreign-exchange rate, and K,
the net capital inflow, along with three additional equations:34

(10) I — X = K, the foreign-exchange market-clearing equation;

(11) K -=
(12) X =- X (r).

43 The analysis of this case follows closely that of Oates [27] and McKinnon and
Oates [20].

?4 The addition of three equations and only two variables might seem to over-
determine the system. Note however that the level of exports, X, which was
exogenous in the fixed-exchange-rate case becomes endogenously determined under
flexible rates, and is thus the third additional variable required for a just-deter-
mined system.
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In addition, equation (6) must be replaced by

(6') I = I(Y,r), where /y = m.

The impact of a change in government expenditures on the level of
domestic income in this model depends crucially on the degree of
interest responsiveness of international capital flows, K. When there
is no such capital mobility (Ki = 0), K = 0 and equation (10)
requires that the current-account balance must be zero in equilibrium;
the rise in imports induced by the initial expansion of spending stem-
ming from increased government expenditures will cause a deprecia-
tion of the exchange rate and a consequent increase in exports until
trade is again balanced. By equation (4), therefore, G — tY must
equal zero in the new equilibrium as well as the old; domestic income
will rise to the point where the increase in government spending is
matched by increased tax revenues; the fiscal-policy multiplier is 1/t,
as it would be in a closed economy."
At the opposite extreme of perfect capital mobility (Ki = cc), an

increase in deficit spending unaccompanied by any increase in the
money supply cannot affect the equilibrium level of domestic income for
precisely the same reasons as were given on pages 20-21 in the analysis
of the short-run Keynesian model. Equation (8) tells us that, when
the interest rate is frozen at the world level by perfect capital mobility,
no increase in the equilibrium level of income is possible without an
increase in the money supply. The deficit-spending multiplier is zero
in this case. For values of Ki between 0 and cc, the values of the
deficit-spending multiplier vary between 1/t and zero, decreasing con-
tinuously as Ki increases.
Under the assumption that the rest of the world adjusts passively

to the portfolio-balance requirements of the country in question,
monetary policy will have a powerful impact on the level of domestic
income under flexible exchange rates. An increase in the stock of
money via open-market purchases, for example, will cause a fall in
the interest rate, stimulating domestic spending and also causing a
capital outflow, and thus a rise in K, which will stimulate exports and
discourage imports, leading to a rise in domestic income. This trade

35 We see now why our earlier assumption (on page 14) of a zero marginal-tax
rate had to be dropped in the portfolio-balance system. Without a positive marginal-
tax rate, the fiscal-policy multiplier under a system of flexible exchange rates wouldbe infinite.
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surplus must be temporary, however, if the equilibrium requirements

of equation (4) are to be met; it will fall as imports increase along with

money income and will vanish entirely at the new equilibrium level

of income. Note, however, that the movement to a higher equilibrium

level of income entails a rise also in the equilibrium level of r, the price

of foreign exchange. The maintenance of external balance, defined in

terms of an unchanged r, is incompatible with policy-induced changes

in the level of domestic income. Setting r = ro will create an over-

determined system which has no solution.

If we now drop the assumption of passive adjustment in the rest of

the world, and assume explicitly that foreign as well as domestic

wealth must be constant in long-run stationary-state equilibrium, we

find that monetary policy cannot permanently alter the level of domes-

tic income under flexible exchange rates either. For now all capital

flows must be zero in full portfolio-balance equilibrium." An increase

in the money supply will still lead initially to a reduction in interest

rates, with all the attendant stimulating effects described in the

previous paragraph. But, once the stock adjustment of portfolio

mixes of domestic and foreign assets has been accomplished, the

capital flows will cease and the exchange rate will move to restore

current-account balance. Now, however, as long as income and there-

fore taxes are above their initial equilibrium level, there will be a

government surplus (G < tY), and the resulting drain on private

holdings of financial assets will push equilibrium income back to its

original level. The requirement that capital flows be zero in equilib-

rium implies, in fact, that neither monetary nor fiscal policy can have

any impact on the equilibrium level of domestic income under either

exchange-rate regime. We leave it to the reader to work out why this

is so in specific cases. As a general proof, we need only note that the

requirement that K = 0 adds one more equation to the system

(1)-(12). With the same number of unknowns as before, this additional

equation overdetermines the system and thus permits of no solution.

The highly restrictive conclusions reached through the portfolio-

balance model stem from wedding the requirements of long-run

stock-and-flow equilibrium (as opposed to the short-run flow equilib-

rium of the Keynesian model analyzed earlier) to the assumption of a

36 The assumption of a persistent inflow or outflow of capital at a given domestic

interest rate implies that foreigners will continue to exchange bonds for money

indefinitely with no change in their rate of interest.
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stationary state. When we substitute the assumptions of a growing
economy for those of a stationary one by introducing the possibility
of equilibrium growth of capacity and output into the model, much
of the determinism of the portfolio-balance model disappears. So much
of it disappears, in fact, that the derivation of qualitative conclusions
in the general case becomes very difficult, as is indicated by Niehans'
[26] investigation of the problem of internal-external-balance policy
in the context of a simple balanced-growth model. He examines the
impact of the level of taxation, t (the fiscal-policy variable), and the
ratio of government debt to disposable income, b (the long-run
counterpart of open-market operations), on real income and the
gold-reserve ratio. Despite the simplicity of the model, in which inter-
national capital movements are ruled out, it turns out that one cannot
derive general answers either to the "traditional" question—how does
a change in the tax rate or in the debt ratio affect real income or the
gold-reserve ratio?—or to its "inverted" form—what combinations of
tax rates and debt ratios are required to obtain a given level of output
or a given gold-reserve ratio?" Knowledge of the direction in which
every dependent variable is affected by its arguments (that is, knowl-
edge about the signs of all the partial derivatives) is not enough; we
also need information about the size, or at least the range, of the
various parameters. The analysis undertaken so far suggests that,
when the problem is considered in the context of economic growth,
one cannot derive general rules about the optimal combination of
monetary and fiscal policies in an open economy; there is no such
easy escape from the need for specific quantitative knowledge about
the structure of the economy in question.

37 Niehans notes [26, p. 905] that these uncertainties exist independently of the
nonlinearities of his model; that is, they arise even when a zero base (a situation
without any government activity) is taken as the point of departure for analysis.
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III. EXTENSIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS

The purpose of this chapter is two-fold: to discuss some of the

qualifications, ambiguities, and unsolved problems surrounding the

targets-instruments approach to the formulation of policy models,

and to reflect the flavor of recent attempts to refine the internal-

external-balance models outlined in the previous sections. We will

make no attempt to describe the contribution of each author; rather,

we will outline the main issues classified into four broad categories:

Problems of Definition, Constraints on Policy Instruments, Speeds of

Adjustment, and The Role of Uncertainty.

A. Problems of Definition: Targets, Instruments, and Equilibrium

It may be useful to begin a discussion about the difficulties of

definition with the reminder that the ubiquitous distinction between

"targets" and "instruments" is quite arbitrary. It is, in fact, a char-

acteristic, and a limitation, of the fixed-targets approach only; a

flexible-targets approach requires no such dichotomous categorization

of the arguments of the welfare function. One perceptive analyst has

argued that "targets" refer to variables about which we care, "instru-

ments" to those about which we do not care." But we can make this

distinction only by ignoring the welfare implications inherent in policy-

instrument variables themselves, in the form of administrative costs,

of costs associated with the misallocation of resources, and of effects

on the distribution of income."

Since there are no hard-and-fast rules to determine which variables

we care about, nor to spell out the criteria for satisfaction, it is not

surprising that no two builders of internal-external-balance models

have defined their targets in quite the same way. But considerable

confusion has arisen from their common failure to spell out the assump-

tions implicit in their definitions.40 In some cases "internal balance"

" J. J. Polak, "International Coordination of Economic Policy," IMF Staff
Papers, IX (July 1962), p. 151, quoted in Mundell [25, P. 202.]

39 For example, Cooper [3] has pointed out that, since lower interest rates foster

higher growth rates, the rate of interest can be regarded as a target rather than an

instrument in growth models, serving as a proxy for the rate of growth in the same

way that income serves as a proxy for the level of employment in static-equilibrium

models. In addition, Johnson [12] points out that the capital flows resulting from

policies to achieve external balance are likely to have important welfare effects

through their impact in the international distribution of investment resources.
40 For an excellent discussion of various formulations of economic goals, see

Mundell [25, pp. 204-207].
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seems to be defined in terms of full employment and domestic price
stability, whereas in others it is defined in terms of full employment
alone. Is the former in reality a single target or two separate ones or,
as Phillips-curve analysis suggests, two incompatible goals? If the
latter is the case, how does the policy-maker determine the optimum
trade-off point? And even if full employment with price stability is
both possible and desirable in a closed economy, it need not be either
in an open economy, where the price behavior consistent with the
maintenance of external balance is defined in terms of comparative
rates of inflation among countries."
The concept of "external balance" is similarly fraught with ambigu-

ities. Are policy-makers really concerned with flow equilibrium, with
the maintenance of equality between certain arbitrarily defined cate-
gories of international receipts and payments, or are they concerned
with the levels of international reserve holdings, or with the rate at
which these stocks are changing? And do they perceive the probable
implications of inconsistent balance-of-payments targets; what will
happen if all countries together are trying to increase their stocks of
international reserves faster than the world's supply of gold—the
international reserve medium—is growing?" Such ambiguities, and
many others like them, lie hidden in all the models we have been
discussing.
The confusion and ambiguity surrounding the definition of targets

is matched by the confusion and ambiguity surrounding the definition
of instruments. Some authors define "monetary policy" as control
over the interest rate, others as control over the money supply, usually
with but sometimes without sterilization of changes in foreign-exchange
reserves." Still others, recognizing that neither of these is fully exog-

/
" General price stability is virtually impossible in an open economy because theprices of imported goods, over which the government can have no control, will enterinto the determination of the general price level. If, alternatively, price stability isdefined in terms of an index of home-produced goods only, the achievement of thistarget by all countries would mean, under a system of fixed exchange rates, a totalparalysis of the international price mechanism; relative price changes amongcountries would be impossible. See Mundell [25, p. 207].
42 Patrick [29] demonstrates that if balance-of-payments targets are inconsistent,the achievement of both internal and external equilibrium will be impossible, what-ever the assignment of targets to instruments.
43-Among the alternative models of internal-external balance worked through byHelliwell [9] are two which differ only in that one assumes complete sterilization ofthe impact of changes in reserves on the money supply and the other no steriliza-tion at all, showing the crucial importance of this particular assumption for theresults derived by Mundell and others.
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enous and independent of the fiscal-policy variable, define monetary

policy simply as open-market operations, with both the interest rate

and the money supply determined endogenously." The most common

definition of "fiscal policy," in terms of a change in the level of deficit

spending by governments with no change in tax rates, is viable only

under the peculiar assumption that marginal tax rates are zero. Other-

wise, the level of deficit spending will not be wholly exogenous, since

the amount of taxes collected will depend on the level of income.

Jones [13] and Ott and Ott [28] have shown that, when some of the

structural relationships in the Keynesian model are disaggregated, the

particular definition of the policy instrument used may significantly

affect the conclusions. Specifically, when one assumes that the marginal

propensities to import out of consumption, investment, and govern-

ment expenditures are different, it turns out that: (a) the impact of

fiscal policy defined as changes in government purchases may be

quite different from the impact of fiscal policy defined as changes in

tax rates and," (b) that the application of the EMC criterion for the

pairing of instruments and targets is highly sensitive to the marginal-

import propensities associated with consumption, investment, and

government spending, as well as to the responsiveness of international

capital flows to changes in interest rates.

Jones [13] has attempted to sort out some of the difficulties associated

with the definition of instruments and the distinction between instru-

ments and targets. He has developed a two-stage analysis of the

problem of static internal-external balance, in which he defines not

only targets (the level of income and the balance of payments) and

"fundamental" policy instruments (the quantity of money and the

level of government expenditures), but also a set of "intermediate"

policy variables (aggregate demand and the interest rate) which are

44 As was pointed out in footnote 24, above, the interest rate and the money

supply must be determined endogenously in a system of fixed exchange rates when

capital is perfectly mobile internationally. Furthermore, even without capital

mobility, changes in the interest rate are not independent of changes in deficit

spending. In a pair of unpublished papers written for Professor Robert Stern at the

University of Michigan, Marion Nobel and David Richardson have demonstrated

that the Mundell assignment according to the EMC Principle still holds when

"monetary policy" and "fiscal policy" are redefined as the shifting of the LM and

the IS curves, respectively.
"When the possibility of changes in tax rates as well as in the level of govern-

ment spending is introduced into the definition of fiscal policy, demand functions

must be defined in terms of disposable income, net of taxes, rather than in terms of

income itself.
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neither ultimate targets nor directly controllable instruments. The
price of this increased clarity in definition is a reduction in the number
of instances in which one can derive simple decision rules about the
impact of fundamental policy variables on ultimate target variables
on the basis of qualitative information alone."

Finally, it is important to keep straight the various meanings of
"equilibrium" implicit in the literature on internal-external balance.
Equilibrium in a simple Keynesian model means simply that ex ante
supply equals ex ante demand in the money and product markets.
Nothing is implied about the level of income or of the balance of pay-
ments at such an equilibrium point; it may be characterized by
unemployment and a payments surplus or deficit. A position of
equilibrium is not necessarily or even generally a position of balance
in the sense described earlier, and the term "balance-of-payments
equilibrium" can be misleading.
As the formal literature on the targets-instruments problem has

broadened from comparative-statics analysis to the policy-oriented
dynamics of the EMC Principle, however, there has been a crucial,
if implicit, shift in the definition of equilibrium employed. Now
equilibrium has become synonymous with a position of internal and
external balance; the equilibrium values of targets are now their
desired values and, by extension, the equilibrium values of any non-
target endogenous variables must be those consistent with the attain-
ment of the desired values of the targets. Machlup [18] has suggested
that this introduction of value judgments into the previously scientific
term "equilibrium" is unfortunate. Be that as it may, one must
be careful to inquire just how different authors are using this term.

B. Constraints on Policy-Variable Magnitudes
One obvious problem stems from the fact that policy variables are

generally constrained within certain limits. In any particular situation
46 In the field of monetary economics, these three levels of variables have beenexpanded to four: (1) goal variables, which may be observable only with a consider-able lag, such as the level of aggregate demand; (2) policy instruments, such as theconstellation of actions generally termed "monetary policy"; (3) target variables,which are readily observable, rapidly affected by the policy instrument, and closelyrelated to the goal variable, such as the interest rate in this particular example; and(4) indicators, which enable us to distinguish between exogenous (uncontrolled) andpolicy-induced changes in the target variable. The monetary base or the "neutral-ized" money stock is often suggested as the appropriate indicator for relatingmonetary policy to the level of aggregate demand. For an excellent exposition ofthis approach, see Saving [34].
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there are boundary conditions, some technical (e.g., prices cannot be
negative), some institutional (e.g., money wage rates cannot be
reduced), some political (e.g., the average tax rate cannot exceed
30 per cent), which limit the range of variation of the policy variables.
None of these conditions can be violated in any feasible solution to a
policy problem; if one or more of them is violated in the initial solution,
they may have to be introduced explicitly into the system as additional
targets, and additional instruments brought in to make the simul-
taneous achievement of all targets possible."
An important paper by Krueger [16], which incorporates most of the

conclusions discussed in sections A and B of Chapter II as special
cases, emphasizes that such constraints are a major handicap in achiev-
ing full internal and external balance. In this model, both exports and
the domestic price level are endogenously determined, the possibility
of a trade-off between increases in real income and in the price level
is taken explicitly into account, and a change in the level of deficit
spending by the government can be effected through either a change
in the supply of money or the supply of bonds or some combination
of the two.
In addition to reproducing all the standard conclusions and pointing

out many important assumptions implicit in previous work, the
Krueger model generates two broad conclusions: under fixed exchange
rates, any level of real income can be achieved without deterioration
in the balance of payments as long as international capital flows
respond to interest-rate differentials; and, under a flexible-exchange
standard, monetary policy alone can be used to attain any desired
level of real income if the country is willing to accept fluctuations in
the exchange rate." Unfortunately this happy state of affairs dis-

" I say "may" rather than "will," because one cannot tell in advance what will
happen when a violated boundary condition is introduced explicitly into the system
as an additional target. It is possible that such a change may lead in turn to the
violation of some other boundary condition which originally was satisfied; on the
other hand, it is possible that when one of two boundary conditions originally
violated is introduced explicitly, the new solution will satisfy the other as well.
(Tinbergen [39, p. 44].) The technique of linear programming represents a method
of systematizing this trial-and-error process.

48 On the assumption that real income is determined by the level of aggregate
demand, that is, that there are no constraints on the supply side. Helliwell [9, pp
39-41], points out, however, that when both the exchange rate and the level of
reserves are incorporated as constraints into the model," there is (at most) only a
single monetary and fiscal policy combination which will satisfy the equations
of the model and also achieve a particular target income."
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appears when limits or boundary conditions are imposed on any
variables. For example, real income may not be able to rise to the
full-employment level without a deterioration in the balance of pay-
ments unless the interest rate rises above some maximum value, say
10 per cent.
As a second example of the problems posed for the application of

the EMC Principle by constraints on the values of policy instruments,
we have Ott and Ott's [28] simulation of a model of monetary and
fiscal-policy adjustment for the United States in recent years. They
estimate that, on the assumption that policies were assigned to targets
according to the EMC prescription, a short-term interest rate of
7.5 per cent and a tax cut of $18-21 billion would have been required
to restore internal and external balance in 1966. Both these magnitudes,
they suggest, might well have proven unacceptable.

C. Speeds of Adjustment

The EMC criterion for the proper pairing of targets and instruments
is formulated without incorporating lags, and itself provides no infor-
mation about the speed of adjustment of the system, the length of
time required for the system to come within some designated neighbor-
hood of equilibrium after a disturbance of a particular type and magni-
tude. Cooper [4] has suggested that application of the EMC Principle
will generally maximize the speed of adjustment by minimizing the
interactions and feedbacks among policy tools and targets other than
the ones with which they are paired. ° He employs a simple simulation
model [3] to support the hypothesis that the larger are these inter-
actions, the longer is the time spent away from equilibrium in an
economy that uses a decentralized or uncoordinated approach to
policy-making.
But quantitative estimates of the length of time actually required

to come within a certain distance of equilibrium would require detailed
knowledge about the disturbances, structure, and parameters of a
specific model. Few econometric studies of this type have been
attempted. A major one is Rhomberg's model of the Canadian economy
[32], which seemed to confirm the hypothesis that fiscal policy has a
relatively greater impact on domestic income and employment under

49 Cooper's point is that the adjustment-time will generally be shorter the
larger is the smallest characteristic root of the B matrix, and that this root will
be larger the larger are the diagonal elements of the matrix relative to the off-
diagonal ones.
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fixed exchange rates and that monetary policy is more effective under

flexible rates." However, the time path of approach to equilibrium

appears to be rather long; Rhomberg's simulations suggested that it

may take 8 to 12 years for policy changes to exert 80 per cent of

their ultimate (equilibrium) influence on the dependent variables and

that, furthermore, the system appears to approach equilibrium by

damped oscillatory cycles rather than directly.

Lack of systematic knowledge about the various time lags in an

economic system makes estimation of the time path of the approach

to equilibrium difficult; even more important, the widespread failure

to incorporate lags into theoretical models of the type under discussion

has obscured important questions concerning the stability of target-

instruments systems, including those which meet the EMC criterion.

Mundell has several times noted in passing [25, chs. 11, 15, 17] that the

relative speed with which target variables respond to changes in policy

variables may affect the stability characteristics of his models. And, in

fact, the effect of incorporating lags of varying length in their responses

of policy variables to deviations in the target variables from their

desired values or in the responses of target variables to changes in

the policy variables, or both, may well be to call in question any

generalization whatsoever. Roper [33] has recently shown, for example,

that Cooper's conclusion about the speed of adjustment, cited in the

first paragraph of this chapter, depends very heavily on his implicit

assumption about the lag with which the monetary authorities

sterilize the impact of payments imbalances on the domestic money

supply. The explicit incorporation of lag structures into targets-

instruments models is one of the most urgent requirements for signifi-

cant progress in this type of analysis.

D. The Role of Uncertainty

The problem of uncertainty in models of internal-external-balance

policy has two major aspects. The first is the uncertainty which

inevitably surrounds any estimates of the quantitative effects of

instruments on targets. Cooper [4] suggests that this can be introduced

formally into the model by including a stochastic element in the

50 More recently, Prachowny [301 has estimated the impact of a particular
monetary-fiscal policy mix on the GNP and balance of payments of the United
States via a 32-equation econometric model. His results again appear to confirm

the Mundell proposition, but he does not estimate the time path of approach to
equilibrium.
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structural relationships (the coefficients of the B matrix). With the
introduction of this complication, he points out, one cannot be sure
of achieving the desired values of the target variables even if there is
a sufficient number of policy instruments available and boundary
conditions are not a problem." How, in such a situation, does one
choose the optimum values for the policy instruments? Cooper suggests
that one reasonable criterion is that the government would want to
minimize the variance of each y around its target value y*, to insure
that the "margin of error" around y* is as small as possible.

It has been shown by Brainard [2] that the way to do this is to
direct at a single target, not a single policy instrument, but that
combination of all the policy instruments which has the smallest
coefficient of variation. When there is correlation among the various
instruments, or when we generalize to the case of more than one
target, the criteria become complex, but one implication of introducing
uncertainty is quite general: "since all policy instruments would be
used in pursuit of a single target, improvement in performance vis a vis
one objective requires sacrificing other objectives—even when the
number of instruments exceeds the number of objectives." [2, p. 42.]
Once uncertainty is introduced, having an equal number of instru-
ments and targets is no longer sufficient to insure the achievement of
all targets. Furthermore, the decentralization of decision-making by
assigning specific instruments to specific targets will now not only
slow down the approach to the target values, but will also increase
the average size of the gap between the desired levels of the target
variables and the actual levels that are ultimately reached. Finally,
the Brainard prescription is implicitly predicated on one of two assump-
tions: (1) that there are no administrative, allocative, or distribu-
tional costs associated with the use of policy instruments, or (2) that
such costs are identical for all combinations of one or more policy
instruments which carry the same probability of moving the economy
from its initial position to within a specified neighborhood of the
target value.
The second aspect of uncertainty arises from the fact that no

country exists in a vacuum; other countries are bound to react to and
thereby deflect the policy actions of the domestic authorities, thus
increasing the unpredictability of the final outcome. Meade's original

51 The same problem will arise if there is variability in the disturbances, that is,
in the A matrix of p. 3. See Cooper [4, p. A-18].
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formulation of the problem of internal-external balance was for a
two-country world, but most of the subsequent extensions and formal-
izations of the targets-instruments problem took the form of single-
country models." Such models rest on the implicit assumption either
that the country in question is too small for its policy actions to have
a significant impact on other countries or, alternatively, that its
decision-makers are unaware of the possible repercussions from the
disturbances transmitted to other countries and their responses.
This single-country approach suppresses the fact that, in a Mundell-

type flow model, it is not really changes in the level of domestic interest
rates that cause international flows of interest-sensitive capital, but
rather changes in the differential between domestic and foreign rates.
When a country uses monetary policy to improve its balance of pay-
ments by a capital inflow, according to the Mundell prescription, the
corresponding capital outflows from other countries will tend to cause
a deterioration in their payments balances. If they respond by raising
their own interest rates, the impact of monetary policy in the initiating
country will be at least partially offset."

Like the use of monetary policy to achieve external balance in a
world of fixed exchange rates, the use of such policies to achieve
internal balance in a world of flexible exchange rates and interest-
responsive capital flows will have a disturbing impact on foreign
income levels. Expansionary monetary policy achieves its efficacy for
internal-balance targets in this situation by causing a capital outflow,
a depreciation of the exchange rate, and a resulting surplus in the
current-account balance which stimulates domestic income and out-
put. But these changes must inevitably be accompanied by appreciat-
ing exchange rates and current-account deficits in other countries
which will exert a depressing impact on their economies. A country
which expands its domestic income and output by this means is
doing so by exporting depression to other countries. Krueger [16]
points out that this impact, and the responses of countries determined
to maintain domestic or external targets of their own, represents a

52 Patrick [29] is an exception. He analyzes a two-country model, assuming first
passive and then active responses on the part of the second country, concluding
that the assignment of policies according to the EMC Principle remains stable
unless interest rates in the two countries are functionally linked to each other.
" Patrick points out that in such circumstances, a point may be reached "where

interest rates have a more powerful influence on income than on the balance of pay-
ments, compared to fiscal policy. At this point, the Mundell assignment becomes
inappropriate." [29, p. 280.]
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serious qualification to the conclusion implied by her generalized
version of the single-country Mundell model: that in a world of
flexible exchange rates and interest-responsive capital flows, a country
can expand domestic income simply by increasing its money supply.
More generally, Kemp [14] has shown, utilizing a model even simpler

than the one developed on pages 14-15 here but incorporating two
countries, that the use of monetary and fiscal policy in a system of
fixed exchange rates will have disturbing effects on foreign income
whether capital is internationally mobile or not. Again, the incorpora-
tion of these effects and their repercussions into the model may lead
to significant modifications of the conclusions which would follow from
the solution of a corresponding single-country model, and introduces
an additional element of uncertainty into the domestic decision-
makers' universe.
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IV. NONLINEARITIES, FLEXIBLE TARGETS,

AND THE RATIONALE OF THE
MEADE-TINBERGEN-MUNDELL APPROACH

A number of difficulties and limitations inherent in the Meade-

Tinbergen-Mundell formulation of the problem of internal-external

balance have been discussed throughout this survey; a few of the

most important ones are briefly recapitulated here. Tinbergen's Rule,

that a unique solution exists if and only if the number of targets equals

the number of instruments, applies only when structural relationships

in the economy are linear and all the instruments independently and

infinitely variable, assumptions which may often do grave violence

to the policy-maker's environment. Furthermore, as Niehans [26,

p. 897] points out, "these numbers [of targets and instruments] have

no economic meaning and can be made arbitrarily large or small just

by changing the system of classification."

The fixed-target approach, which is the basis of Tinbergen's Rule

and which underlies virtually all the literature on the problem of

internal-external balance, is itself subject to serious criticism. Such

"representation of social preference by fixed predetermined values of

the target variables rather than by a function of such variables"

neglects the welfare implications of the policy variables themselves,

which may take the form of administrative, allocative, or distri-

butional costs (or benefits), and leaves no room for the possibility

that "the object of policy is to achieve the best compromise among

objectives and not to maximize the number of objectives that are

fully obtained." (Fleming [6, pp. 392-393].)
An attempt to free the consideration of the problem of internal-

external balance from the constraints of fixed targets and a linear

model has recently been made by Niehans [26]. He points out that the

concepts of equilibrium appearing in the literature on this subject,

focussed as they are on considerations of dynamic stability, do not

in any way imply that an economy has achieved an efficient combina-

tion of policies in the (static) Paretian sense, that is, a combination

which achieves the highest level of output consistent with a given

level of exchange reserves, or vice versa.

To remedy this deficiency, Niehans suggests that the Tinbergen-

Mundell fixed-target approach and the Principle of Effective Market

Classification growing out of it be generalized in two directions.
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First, he suggests that predetermined target values be replaced by a
more general social-welfare function that permits a ranking of the
relevant bundles of target values and allows trade-offs between them.
Niehans himself does not really spell out such a generalized function,
however. Rather, his "first approximation" simply makes explicit
what is implicit in much of the literature on fixed targets: that, once
targets are properly defined, policy-makers always prefer "more"
(in this case higher levels of output and exchange reserves) to "less.""
However, it is not enough simply to regard the targets as variable
and then find those policy combinations which maximize one target
for a given level of the other. For, as we have seen earlier, linear models
yield no such maxima; in the absence of boundary conditions, proper
combinations of policies would enable policy-makers to achieve any
level of output what§oever with a given level of reserves or balance-of-
payments position. Niehans likens these results to the complete
specialization implied by the theory of international trade under con-
stant marginal rates of substitution. Determinacy is achieved only
by the introduction of boundary conditions.
This indeterminacy is eliminated by the second of Niehans' gen-

eralizations: the introduction of nonlinearities in the effects of policy
instruments on targets. This means that the bi; coefficients in Tin-
bergen's n X n system on page 3 are no longer constant but variable.
Equations (1c) and (1d) of footnote 10 then tell us that the BE and II
loci will no longer be straight lines, since the partial derivatives which
determine the slopes will vary. Under certain reasonable assumptions
about the signs of the second derivatives of these functions,55 the result
will be a curved "target-possibilities frontier" analogous to the
production-possibilities frontier of international trade theory. Each
point on such a curve represents an "efficient" combination of policies
in the sense that it specifies the maximum level of one target that can
be achieved for given levels of the other target, just as the transforma-
tion curve represents the maximum amounts of one commodity that
can be produced for given amounts of the other commodity. By
analogy, again, with international trade theory, the following condition

"Fleming [6, P. 399] argues that target variables with finite optima are, in fact,
proxies for ultimate target variables with infinite optima which do not appear in the
system.

"Specifically, Niehans assumes that the effects of interest-rate changes on capitalinflows and on the demand for cash balances weaken as the level of interest rates
rises, that is, that Lii > 0 and Kii < 0.
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for a maximum must hold at every point on the target frontier:

41/5x1 = 42/(5x1
41/6x2 42/5x2

At this point, of course, neither instrument has a comparative

advantage with respect to either target. In contrast to the prescription

of the Principle of Effective Market Classification based on the assump-

tion of fixed comparative-advantage ratios, Niehans' generalized ver-

sion of the Principle prescribes that one should "increase the use of

instruments with a comparative advantage at the expense of those

with a disadvantage, if possible up to the point where all comparative

advantages have disappeared" [26, p. 899]. The selection of the desired

point on the target frontier requires more detailed knowledge of the

social-welfare function, of the relative priorities assigned to the two

,\targets. But policy combinations leading to points inside the frontier

will always be inferior to combinations leading to points on the frontier,

whatever the shape of the welfare function.

Niehans' paper represents the only attempt, as far as I know, to
remove the problem of internal-external balance from the confines
of the linear, fixed-targets approach. This general adherence to the
Tinbergen-Mundell model does not stem from unawareness of its
limitations on the part of economists concerned with international

economic interdependence, including the originators of the model
themselves. Nor does it arise from any lack of alternative models to
follow. Nonlinear structural relationships have become a feature of
many large macroeconomic models. And a great deal of work, asso-
ciated primarily with Theil [e.g., 38], has been done on the develop-
ment of flexible-target social-welfare functions, of which the most
widely used variant is the least-squares quadratic preference function
which minimizes the weighted sum of squares of the deviations between
desired and corresponding actual values of all variables with welfare
implications. Such a function avoids many of the difficulties discussed
at the beginning of this section: it provides a unique solution irrespec-
tive of whether the number of instruments equals the number of
targets or not, it makes it possible always to find an optimal decision
which does not disregard any of the targets, and it provides a simple
mechanism for dealing with the problems of decision-making under

uncertainty."

56 When uncertainty can be represented by stochastic (random) components, the
"certainty equivalence theorem" guarantees that the expectation of the least-
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The least-squares quadratic welfare function suffers from conceptual
difficulties of its own, of course. One is its symmetry assumption: that
policy-makers will always regard positive and negative deviations of
the same magnitude from desired values as equally undesirable. In
addition, as Fleming [6, pp. 397-401] points out, it shares at least two
major weaknesses with the fixed-targets approach: the assignment
of predetermined optimal values to variables, such as real income,
whose optima are actually infinite; and the neglect of value interrela-
tionships among the variables included in the welfare function.
The real brief for the fixed-targets, linear-constraints approach to

the problem of achieving internal and external balance cannot be
found, however, in a detailed comparison of its formal characteristics
with those of the most readily available alternatives. It lies rather
in the particular applicability of this approach to a decision-making
context in which authority for economic policy-making is extremely
decentralized, governmental policies for macroeconomic stabilization
are pursued in a market-oriented rather than a planning-oriented
framework, information about structural relationships in the economic
system is severely limited, and the likelihood that decision-making
rules will be adopted by policy-makers increases in direct proportion
to their simplicity. Developed in a politico-economic framework which
displays all these characteristics, the targets-instruments approach
has led to the recognition of internal and external balance as explicit
policy goals rather than as equilibrium states automatically achieved,
has emphasized the need to develop new policy instruments or
at least free the shackles on existing ones (flexible exchange rates,
for instance) if these multiple goals are to be simultaneously achieved,
and has encouraged the utilization of econometric estimation tech-
niques as an important adjunct to the formulation of economic policy.
Despite the major conceptual deficiencies of the targets-instruments
approach, these developments suggest that the very considerable
effort which economists have devoted to investigating and extending
its applicability to the problems of internal and external balance has
been well warranted.

squares quadratic welfare function will be maximized when all random coefficients
in the system are replaced by their expected values, that is, when the existence of
uncertainty is disregarded. See Theil [38].
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